The Apostate

”I am not asking for blood. I can take your blood I am
asking for souls. Only you can give me your souls”.
- Sermon On the Road to Gathalamor

Not marble, nor the gilded monuments
Of princes, shall outlive this powerful rhyme;
But you shall shine more bright in these contents
Than unswept stone, besmear'd with sluttish time.
When wasteful war shall statues overturn,
And broils root out the work of masonry,
Nor Mars his sword nor war's quick fire shall burn
The living record of your memory.
'Gainst death and all-oblivious enmity
Shall you pace forth; your praise shall still find room
Even in the eyes of all posterity
That wear this world out to the ending doom.
So, till the judgment that yourself arise,
- Ancient Terran poem circa M2
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I. Gathalamor
++ The Grand Pilgrimage ++
The most faithful followers of the Imperial Creed will embark on the Grand Pilgrimage from
Ophelia VII to Terra, passing through Chiros and Gathalamor. The journey generally takes
around nine years, once the pilgrim has safely reached Ophelia VII

In Segmentum Solar, to the galactic
south-west of Terra lies the Cardinal
world of gathalamor. Gathalamor is
known mostly as being the diocese of
the heretic Cardinal Bucharis during
the Age of Apostasy, whose heresies
reached such an extent that they
became known as the Plague of
Unbelief.
Gathalamor is also known as one of the
three crowns of the imperiumme,
besides Ophelia VII and Holy Terra.
Today it is but a rotten shadow of its
former self. The once shining
cathedrals, temples and tombs are now
a decaying corrupt shadow of its past.
Still visited by billions of pilgryms that
flock to see the holy sights. Like a
rotten flock of black crows they
descend to the planet to give their dues.

Most never leave again. Within the
hive cathedrals the Ecclisiarchy staff
work endlessly. Countless scribes,
confessors, priests and monks toil in the
stale and scented air. At the heart of
the world lies the Cardinal Palace. A
vast Cathedral hive of enormous
proportions. It stands above the barren
wastelands like a huge rusty nail.
Where it was once a verdant world with
oceans and green forests now only
entropic ruins remain. Ancient
crumbling city temples, tall cathedrals
and half buried convents dot the blasted
surface. Howling winds tear at the trade
caravans and pilgryms that prowl the
wastes between the cities.
For the pilgryms none of this matter. It
is a glorious world. It is the last step of
the holy path before ancient Terra
itself.

Persistent rumours whisper about
the origins of the Cardinal Palace and
its ancient roots. It is said that it was
bulit around the carcass of the first
colony ships from the age of strife.

II. The Archiviumme
”We had walked for days, legs weary and backs bent. From the golden halls of the heart of the
Grand Cathedral where the clean music of boy choirs and organ servitors rang in our ears.

There the air was heavyily scented with inscence from the thousands of cherubs fluttering about with
smoky censers and thuribles. There the red robed priests and monks walked among the dusty rabble of
the pilgryms.
But not anymore. Not here. Here below the holy machines that sustain the city above, below the diocese
and monastaries where the unnumbered staff of the church pray and live.
Even below the sludge levels where human waste, dead and living is ground down into nourishment. Nay
even below the deep thrum of the holy clocks and kilometer tall organ pipes.
Yes, down the dusty, rotten stairs we went, deeper and darker. In the search of lost documents we went
to the only place that might house them. Down to the dangerous tunnels of the Archiviumme”.
- Helakkia, personal scribe of house Tarion

Underneath the wasted surface of
Gathalamor, below the Cathedral hives
is the Archiviumme. An impossible
large maze of half forgotten corridors
and winding stairs.
Here are the ancient libraries of the
church kept. Secret documents millenia
old lie here lost from memory.
Servitors keeping to their meaningless
tasks long after their masters have
perished still limp raggedly along. Lone
robed priests walk with hollow eyes in
search for some holy document or
other. Feral pilgrym clans live on each
other and occasional victims. Some say

that even undead and monsters dwell
here in the dark.
Scattered around are ancient crypts and
tombs of powerful families. Most are
forgotten and decayed, some are
proteced by heavily armed Hyrdmen.
Rumours persist that some are age old
stasis chambers where dear family
members and important saints are kept
frozen in time. It has been said that one
such crypt of a saint is protected by an
old proto order of the Adepta
Sororitas.
Here in the rotten silence some travel
to find riches, but few ever return. The
Arciviumme likes to keep its secrets…

”Only the insane have strength

enough to prosper; only those that
prosper truly judge what is sane”

III. Settings

The Gathalamor system has many interesting places to discover during the campaign
(ie not only the Archiviumme) as well as to draw ideas from when creating scenarios,
terrain and NPCs.
The Pilgrym roads.
Hard baked earth trodden by trillions
of feet, these the dusty roads of
Gathalamor spread out like a web of
arteries all over the planet, connecting
the holy sights. These holy sights are
many and varied. For example the
Sceptre of Malcador (A large jagged
rock standing alone in a flat desert),
The Thorian mirror (an inexplicable
small dark lake where one can see ones
soul) and the Via Imperator where
billions of skulls of former pilgryms line
the way in silent vigil. These are but a
few examples. Some smaller shrines
only get visitors every century or so, if
they can be found them half buried as
they are beneath the dusty earth.
Of course, billions of pilgryms bring
opportunites for others. The trade
caravans never stop in their thirst for
imperial coin catering for the needs of
the pilgryms.
Near the polar caps lie the mud seas
where hardy folk fight for life on raft
cities. Living off mud worms and
fighting off fierce creautures of the
depth they rarely get visitors.

Being an ancient world, the once
important factorums and mining
business is all but gone. Now only rusty
remains litter the landscape like rotten
teeth
Sigillatus
On the night sky one can see the heavy
traffic of countless pilgrym barges and
transports. Almost all of the traffic
comes through the void station of
Sigillatus. There vast bazaars fill the
crowded corridors. Countless vendors
live off selling holy trinkets, guns and
water rip off the pilgryms. And here is
the only place for most of the pilgryms
to find a ticket to the surface. The
shuttle trade to the surface is controlled
by powerful merchants, most with good
ties to the church.
Tomb cities
In a world filled with wonders and holy
sights, many come to die. Some more
willing than others. The flesh trade is
important as tomb cities compete for
the lucrative trade of dead bodies for
food and loot.

The war of souls
The Ecclisiarchy is a varied and corrupt organisation divided into dioceses led by
cardinals. Between these dioceses there is an ongoing proxy war fought with all
means necessary. The armed forces containing prelate at arms and frateris militia
bear the brunt of the conflict, but more powerful cardinals use penitent machines
of all manners to exterminate what they say are heretics. Others use guile and
cunning, where poison and booby trapped choir servitors are popular weaopns of
war. Everything is about the struggle for power and the undying souls of the
people.

.

IV. Inquisitorial
report
++ File No. 1034-C ”the Apostate”++
++ Security level Vermilion ++
++ Incinerate after reading ++
++ Author; Inquisitor lord baltasar ++
++ GLORIAM IMPERATOR ++

Below I have compiled the evidence I have for our investigation into the anomalies on Gathalamor. Once this planet was the
birthplace of a conflict so terrible it nearly tore our Imperiumme apart. It may happen again. I will hereforth present the evidence
in order as I found them. I will also present suggestions for further action lastly.

E v idence Alpha
Astropathic message that an Ordo Hereticus inquisitorial listening post intercepted. Transcribed literally by mind wiped servitor
…ahh..darkness..nnnn..coldness
and…staring…clawing..nnn…open..FINALLY…nnn…red
time..Lord…death…rise…V…eee

The Astropath died afterwards and was incinerated immediately.

E vidence Beta

Confession by a Pilgrym that I was presented to by a local ecclisiarchy asset.
Forgive me for I have sinned. The deep drew me in. In the wild below the ancient machines I found the
stairs. I only followed our leader..forgive me.. forbidden area..but the flesh tribes were after us. We fled
down through rusted tunnels and moldy stairs. They were after us..many died…alas I lived.. we arrived at
the haunted place the Archiviumme (redacted). There in the flickering light of candles, amongst feral
and carnivoros cherubims we found the man. The key bearer. Hunched, old and wild eyed. He said..that
HE was coming for us again. The Age is upon us..His brides will rise again..Lord Vandire (redacted)
has been made whole again..never died. Forgive me..

The man is currently lost in the teeming masses on the pilgrym roads. Our best agent, Oddkin, is pursuing him as I pen this.

E vidence Tertia
Large forces of Fateris militia has been seen moving towards the Cardinal palace from other cities. Many thousands of pilgryms
are drafted into fighting forces. Old banners have risen again. Words not spoken for millenia has been heard spreading speaking
of a new hope. A Lord, a great cardinal who will unite all and save the Imperiumme. The flesh tribes have been feasting well as
many peacefuk pilgryms lost their armed protection.

C onclusion

I will send thee to Gathalamor. Find my agent Oddkin using the map I provide, he might be able to shed more light unto the
situation. We need to find out what the redacted parts of the pilgryms confession was. I pray that you will report to me soon. A
word of warning! Ohers will follow and not all our brothers and sisters of the
holy Ordos have the same goal. Time is of the essence.
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V. Rules

Playing the game
The most important rule is the rule of
fun. We will play in character where
story is king. Impersonating and playing
as the character would are important
elements. Think ”what would this
character do?”
In game we will use the Necromunda
rules as a basis. However they are not
written in stone and flexibility in order
to have a fun and exciting game is more
important. Adjust dice rolls for
simplicity when needed and discuss
what would be the logical outcome if in
doubt. A simple roll off, like 4+ is often
the answer.
NPCs
In game there will be many NPCs,
some important for the scenario (in
which case the scenario itself will dictate
how they play) or just a side show for
the game. Players may interact with
NPCs to use them accordingly if they
might have any uses. Simply use an
basic action and roll 4+ (or better if
appropriate) to succed. For example, a
player want to buy, or steal grenades
from a local weapon dealer in a corner
of the board. He uses an action to try
and buy some and rolls a 5+, so
succeds. He may then add an
appropriate grenade to his equipment,
perhaps roll on a grenade list to
determine what kind of grenade he
bought.

NPCs can attack the players if there is a
reason to, for example if they are
defending something or if they are just
crazy or bloodthirsty enough. In this
case they will attack the closest player,
with a shooting or H2H attack. Use the
weapons they are armed with. Human
NPCs usually have ganger stats.
NPCs do not get pinned. Any
wounding attacks not saved kills them
outright, unless otherwise decided.
NPCS move randomly and have their
turn after a random player phase.
Lastly, in a game with a GM NPCs are
controlled by him as his own warband.
Terrain
Movement etc follows the Necromunda
rules.
Terrain features can be used by the
players if necessary. Open or closing
doors or operating data terminals with a
basic action, for example. Use your
imagination. If it would be possible to
do something (like operating a crane
firing a fied wepon or hijacking a
vehicle) then just use an action and roll
off to try and do it.
Choosing a warband
We will use the rule of dozen as per the
Pilgrym. Use your imagination and
create something unique. The leader is
you. He/she/it will probably be well
equipped and have 3 wounds.
Champions/heavies 2 wounds and
gangers etc 1 wound.
Fun characters with strength and
weaknesses is encouraged. Refrain from
using heavy weapons as they tend to
dominate games too much!

VI. Addendum

Old rules and ideas
The Imperiumme is a vast and varied
place with a wealth of Lore. Use it.
If you find some weapon or idea in any
codex, book or story and want to
incorporate it in our games, then please
do!
For example an Ordo Xenos inquisitor
was once gifted by the Harlequins a flip
belt that he can use. Or a Rogue trader
happens on a dispalcer field that can
protect him from harm, and he uses the
2nd ed rules for it where he rolls a
random direction for displacement to
save himself on a 3+.
This will also be used for psychic
powers, just find something cool and
appropriate and use it, if it is not too
unbalanced. And what if the character
fails and opens a warp rift, well it is a
good excuse to bring a demon to the
table!
Other esoteric equipment like
hexagrammic wards, null zones, grav
traps etc is all open for use.
Your warband
After choosing a warband as described
above, then try to make character sheets
for them. It will make it easier for other
players to know your fighters and it
looks good. Many games will be played
with perhaps 3 to 5 fighters each for

faster games. How you choose who to
bring is up to you or by chance.
Injuries and skills can be sustained as in
Necromunda, but a cool choice is
better then a random at times.
Atmosphere and gaming tools
Please bring any gaming tools that will
enhance the gaming experience in your
mind. For example rolling old bone
dice for your character when he tries to
slay an ancient demon is cooler than a
plastic dito.
Using cards, like the dark millenium
ones, as an Emperors tarot trying to
read the future is possible and might
have in game advantages.
Team effort
Everything written here are just ideas
and suggestions and should be taken
with a pinch of salt. We are in this
together and we do as much, or as little
as we can. But if you want to contribute
with ideas, send out invitations for
conclaves, make terrain pieces, build an
awesome NPC or change anything then
please do!

++Alex++

Thought for the day
Fear the shadows; despise the night. There are horrors that no man
can face and survive.

